'RAIDERS FOR LIFE'
Coach: Active Start

Date:

Team:

Session Theme: U4-6 Sessions

Time:

Hot Dog Tag

THEME:
Organization:

Coaching Points:
Let them play for a couple of minutes then tell
them to be sizzling hot dogs on the ground
and wiggle around.

Set up a grid 15x15yds

Click to insert session diagram

If a player gets tagged they lie on the
ground like a hot dog. The only way
to stand up is if two players lie to
either side of the hot dog, making a
bun.

- Head up - awareness
- Change of direction/speed
Q: How did you know where the tagger was?
Q: What did you do to avoid becoming a hot
dog?

THEME:

Race Cars

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Make a circle with cones to be the race track, and a gate which is the pit
stop.
Players park their cars by sitting on their balls.

Click to insert session diagram

Coach asks players to make engine noises. One at a time the coach tell
players to go and they run around the outside of the circle with the ball in
their hands. When they get back to the pit stop, they stop their car and
park it by sitting on it.

Have fun and ask players what
colour their car is.
During pit stop pretend to refuel
the cars.

Variations:
- Bounce the ball
- skip
- use feet
- change directions
- be creative

THEME:

Bulldozers and Cranes

Organization:
Half the Players are the Bulldozers, half are the
Construction Crew.

Click to insert session diagram

- keep ball close/controlled

Coaching Points:

Q: What did you do to knock over so
many buildings?

The bulldozers dribble around the area and try to
knock over the tall cones ('buildings'), using only
their feet.

- part of foot - demonstrate with
inside of foot.

At the same time, the Construction Crew run
around rebuilding the buildings by standing the tall
cones upright again. Play for 1 minute then switch
roles.

THEME:

Click to insert session diagram

Hungry Hippo

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Retrieving Game
Players start with ball in hand. The ball is Hippo Food! They
pass it to the coach, the Hungry Hippo, who throws it away
and they have to bring it back as quick as they can

- ball control
- physical literacy
- creativity
- problem solving

Can play this game each player with a ball, or in pairs.
Variations:
- bounce it to bring it back
- bring it back with different body parts
- dribble it back with feet passing
- certain number of passes
- different parts of the foot
- coach moves around
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